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Industry Hours: Total Hours: (491)     Diverse Opportunities (7) 

1. Lynbrook Vikings Basketball Camp 

  (280 Industry Hours) – Since I began at Temple University 

 

 

 

I remember when I first began my career in Temple University’s Sport and Recreation 

Management Major, I thought of all the different possibilities that I could have a career in. My 

mind was flipping between being a head coach, a scout, etc. Then after taking my first class with 

Ira Shapiro, I learned that there was a career in youth athletics and I immediately fell in love with 

the aspect. I began thinking of different industry related opportunities I could do and realized that 

working at Lynbrook Vikings Basketball Camp was the perfect opportunity for me to express my 

interest in youth athletics. It was a good thing that my former high school coach and I have a 

great relationship so I was being heavily recruited to be a camp leader already, I simply needed 

to accept the opportunity.  

My tasks of the camps were assisting in the developmental process of children in basketball. My 

personal goals were to motivate, engage, and teach these young athletes about not just the game 

of basketball but also the future complex of youth sports. I seized the opportunity to have close, 

informative, chats with each respective child. I answered any questions they asked about 

basketball, general sports, or life, to an extent. I also had the opportunity to share the personal 

experiences and knowledge of sports; hoping to inspire the children to believe in themselves and 



continue to play. I heavily emphasized participation because I firmly believe at such a young 

age, youth sports is all about participation and having kids fall in love with the sport for 

commitment.  

Each day we had a pre-made schedule of what drills we were going to teach the children. The 

days would start off with usually 4 other leaders and me leading children in stretching and 

warmups; with one of us taking attendance. After stretching we usually assisted children in ball 

handling drills, passing, and shooting. I took pride in teaching the fundamentals because I 

believe everything starts with a good foundation. If you never learn the basics you won’t be able 

to succeed. I.E. for shooting I taught them to keep their elbows in, follow through, and create a 

backwards rotation on the basketball. Moving on past a scheduled lunch period, we had a period 

where one of our leaders would give a motivational speech about a common basketball topic 

(Defense, Leadership, and Communication) which the children could answer questions we ask or 

ask us questions to answer. We finished off the days with competitive games; we run a full camp 

1 on 1 and 2 on 2 tournaments which go on all week as children advance through rounds, the 

finals being on Friday. After the tournaments we have them play more competitive games such 

as 3 on 2, 2 on 1 drill or regular 5 on 5 games. Of course each day varies but that’s the basic 

outline of a typical 9am-4pm day of camp. 

I learned so much from this camp; finding a niche I believe I am good at which is assisting in 

youth athletics. These camps consist of children between the ages of five to fifteen. Each year we 

have seen an increase in attendance and it gives me joy to see the smiles on these young children 

playing a game that brought so much to my life. I am blessed to be able to probe participants 

through a collection of basic knowledge and competition. I hope I firmly inspired young athletes 

to grow and learn the positive aspects of teamwork, communication, competition, and 

development in my time at these camps. 

 

2. Basketball Bound Inc.  

   (140 Industry Hours) 

 

 



 Expanding more, I decided assist with another basketball camp with a different style. Working 

at this basketball camp was an easy transition for me because I had gone to this camp as a child. I 

always love sport programs that cater to the youth. I remember when I was at this camp; I 

learned a lot. Whether that was making friends or building my fundamentals, this camp was 

special to me and I always wanted to work for Mr. Stevens and his organization. 

This camp was much different than the Lynbrook Vikings Basketball Camp. Here, I had an 

actually team of players that I was a leader of. This camp is for children ages 8 to 16 but we split 

them up in groups by grade level and each leader gets his or her own group of children. This 

camp is a rotational camp where each leader is assigned a specific skill set to teach and every 

grade level group rotates on a pre-made schedule to learn each skill at each station. In my two 

years of working at this camp, I was assigned to teach; free throws and competitive games. Some 

competitive games I taught were speed Mikan drills, competitive rebounding, 3 on 3, etc. At the 

end of the day we lead our groups against other groups and played competitive 5 on 5 games to 

further expand these children’s skill sets. 

I was thrilled to be a part of these summer camps as I got the opportunity to coach my own group 

of youth athletes. Children got to simulate different stations where they had the opportunity to 

learn a different skill set. I hope what I taught these youth athletes helped them as much as I 

learned when I was attending this camp. 

 

3.  Philadelphia Fan Patrol Team 

     (50 Industry Hours) 

 

During my sophomore year I heard of this opportunity to work for the Fan Patrol team for the 

Philadelphia 76ers. I actually had no idea what to expect except that I was probably going to 



engage fans as the job description said. I worked about six home games and my tasks were to 

provide guidance of directions towards customers; as before we started we were given an 

orientation about where everything was in the Wells Fargo Center. I was also asked to electrify 

fans, energizing them for the upcoming games along with during the games. One specific task I 

remember was that I was in charge with assisting the table where we allowed fans to make free 

signs for the games. The main purpose of this opportunity was to motivate customers to engage 

in the game and provided stadium activities. 

 

4. Two Affix Thaddeus Young Family Day Event 

    (9 Industry Hours) 

 

 

 

I assisted with supervision of children during the event. I was also responsible for assisting ticket 

sales and the set up & clean up processes. 

 

5. Sakura Sunday; Cherry Blossom Festival 

    (5 Industry Hours)  

 



 

 

I was responsible for the ticketing process and customers’ entrance greeting services. I also 

assisted with aiding customers on directions of where all the vendors were and the scheduling of 

when events were beginning. 

6. Philadelphia Marathon  

    (5 Industry Hours) 

  



For the Philadelphia Marathon I was in charge as a finish line greeter. I engaged with runners, 

encouraging them to finish the marathon and assisted with catering to runner’s needs; whether 

that was calling for a medic, handing them water or Gatorade, etc. 

 

7. Reading Terminal Market 

   (2 Industry Hours) 

 

 

I assisted with customer service, and customer engagement. My role was to survey customers at 

the Reading Terminal Market about their experience at the venue. 

 

 


